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New drug program
could be on its way
Eastern is in the process of creating a new drug
testing program which will go in effect in the
Spring.
Page 12 SPORTS

utnot
orgotten
If Dan Valenziano
TIVITIES EDITOR

Eastern officially crowned its first black
mecoming Queen Monday, but if not for one piece
of paper, she would've been the second.
In 1973, then junior Diane Williams, a black.candidate for queen, received the popular vote for queen,
but had one-third of her votes removed because she
lllegedly broke two of the election rules.
On Wednesday, Oct. 24, 1973, the day of homecoming elections, a flyer was allegedly found near a balbt box.
The flyer allegedly stated, "Vote for Charma
llbomas and Diane Williams, your sisters."
If this piece of paper was a genuine campaign tool,
it would have violated two rules:
+"No campaigning will be allowed in the building
and the premises in which the polling place is located on the day of the election."
+"No flyers or any printed material on the candidate are to be distributed at any time."
Interim President Lou Hencken was associate
i1using director at the time of the the incident.
..Apparently somebody had taken a (flyer) saying
ething like 'Diane Williams for Queen',"
encken said. "It was found in one of the voting

Moths.
"Well, who put it there? Who knows, it was just
there. At the time the elections committee thought
she was campaigning. (Williams) said, 'no, I didn't do
t, anybody could have brought that in'."
A petition of violation was filed later "that day by
mbers of the Sigma Kappa sorority on behalf of
~rity member Karyl Buddemeier. Buddemeier
llceived the second highest amount of popular votes.
At that time, court positions were based completely on voting.
"Both sides were upset," Hencken said, "and both
·des thought they should have won. "
The Election and Rules Committee, after meeting
the morning of Thursday, Oct. 24, 1973, announced
one-third of Williams' votes would be revoked, movhlg her from first to third place.
SEE LOST •
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Kelly Edwards, a junior speech communication major, hugs Larry Ward Ill, a senior finance major, Monday evening after being
crowned Homecoming 2003 Queen and King in Lantz Arena.

Making way for first black queen
By Dan Valenziano
ACTIVITIES EDITOR

Make way for the queen.
This year's Homecoming queen Kelly
Edwards is officially the first black to
have the title at Eastern.
The first black Homecoming king,
Arnold Pulliam, was crowned in 1995.
Edwards said the Homecoming panel
asked her why she would make a good
queen.
"I told them I would bring diversity

onto the homecoming court," she said.
"I would also bring my personality,
which is very humorous actually. I
would bring a little bit of the African
American culture and a different point
of view, just basically live up to the EIU
standard."
Edwards said a lot of work went into
campaigning for and winning the competition.
"Campaigning, we worked our hardest this year," she said. "Not only to have

Employees owed wages
•El Raneherito Ine. must
'mhurse underpaid workers
1y carty Mullady
CITY EDITOR

Charleston's El Rancherito Mexican
lestaurant was among 19 of its statewide
chain caught violating the Fair Labor
Standards Act.
A federal court settlement filed today
uired reimbursement to underpaid
hrkers.
Brad Mitchell, regional spokesman for
the U. S. Department ·of Labor, said the
chain, El Rancherito, Inc., did not meet
D:linimurn wage requirements at any of its
b:ations across east-central and southern
Plinois.
The Fair Labor Standards Act requires
ployees be paid at least $5.15 per hour
· · um wage and time-and-a-half for
any work beyond 40 hours per week.
Mitchell said nearly $1 million in back
wages was recovered fur 331 employees
of the chain which encompasses El
lancherito, Los Potros, La Fonda and El
faquero restaurants.
"We conducted an investigation over
four months. We went back two years to
make sure low wage workers were paid
lroperly."
The restaurant owners became liable
for the back wages, which totaled $60,397
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By Jeff Stauber
CAMPUS REPORTER

chain.

City Editor Carty Mullady can be reached at
Loislayne83@aol.com.

SEE QUEEN •

Preparing
for extra
business

locally.
Cooks, dish washers, waiters· and
bussers will be reimbursed for hours
worked where .they received below minimum wage.
Owners have five years to pay those
wages plus interest.
"In Charleston, the owners were agreeable," Mitchell said. "They settled and
agreed to pay the wages."
Management staff at the Charleston El
Rancherito was unavailable for comment.
More than 250 employees of El
Rancherito restaurants in Collinsville,
Effingham,
Calesburg,
Highland,
Jacksonville,
Lincoln,
Matchfield,
Macomb, Mattoon, Mt. Vernon, Olney,
Robinson, Springfield and Taylorville will
receive compensation for pay.
An additional 75 workers employed at
La Fonda in Edwardsville, Los Potros in
Quincy and El Vaquero in Mattoon will be ·
repaid more than $140,000 collectively.
Mitchell said the Department of Labor
will most likely keep watch over the
"We often return to businesses when we
fix wages," Mitchell said.
The case was filed with the federal
court, so future violations will go to the
court, Mitchell said.

an African American queen, but also to
support Johnetta Jones."
''What we did was we threw a few parties and advertised them, made appearances at the parties. We handed out
pluggers (small flyers) and we also did
mail-in and drop off pluggers.
"We rented a golf cart and did whatever we could to make ourselves stand
out. Well, I can honestly say it was the

DAILY EASTERN NEWS FILE PHOTO

Children and Charleston residents watch the
Homecoming parade as it travels down Seventh
Street last year.

Businesses in Charleston are looking
forward to the second busiest weekend of
the year.
Local businesses agree, only Parent's
Weekend attracts more customers to businesses around Eastern than the university's Homecoming celebration.
Anticipating the rush of people on campus and in the city, restaurants are
increasing their staffs and ordering more
food for the weekend.
"We have a separate schedule for
employees just for Homecoming and we
usually have to double our staff," said
Courtney Bales, shift manager at What's
Cookin'. "We pretty much stock all our
food and supplies to the max."
Bales also said the Homecoming·
Parade brings in a lot of customers.
''We usually have a line out the door
after the parade," she said.
Bales said the restaurant will add some
SEE BUSINESS
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Physical Education
department to work
out class issues
By April Mclaren

"This is good for the
students because it
makes them certified
and more mana~e
able in the market."

STAFF WRITER

Potential
problems
with
required class revisions in the
Physical Education Department
have reached The Council on
Academic Affairs for review.
The Council on Academic
Affairs will discuss required class
revisions for the Physical
-Andrew Methven
Education Department and incomplete grade issues at 2 p.m.
Price holds a pair of physical
Thursday in Conference Room
4440 in Booth Library.
education degrees from Eastern.
During the 1999-2000 school She received her bachelor's
year, the Physical Education degree in 1996 and her master's
Department was given updated degree in 1997.
standards for curriculum by the
Price said she is excited to be
Commission on Accreditation back at Eastern and is having fun
Allied Health Education Program. . heading the department she
The
Physical
Education ·graduated from.
"I just wish something like this
Department has gone by the commission's guidelines for the past would have happened when I
lOyears.
was here," Price said.
Classes such as Basic care and
The council is also scheduled
Prevention of Athletic Injuries to discuss the issue of incom(PED 2135) and Athletic Training plete grades.
The current policy allows stuas a Profession (PED 2136) are two
of the eight classes up for revision. dents to graduate with a grade of
Andrew Methven, CAA Chair, "I" or incomplete on their
described how beneficial the record. The new policy states
revisions will be for both the uni- students can not be certified
versity and the students. He said with a grade of ''I" and also ~
the
Physical
Education not be able to graduate.
Methven said in the past, if
Department is an accredited program and these revisions will students received an '"F'' in a
course, they were able to discuss
only make the program better.
''This is good for the students the option of an "I" With the pk-o-·
because it makes them certified fessor.
.
The new policy will not accept
and more manageable in the marthat grade.
ket," Methven said.
"This option will help close a
These revisions are planned to
couple of loops" in the system,
take affect next fall.
''This will help out the stu- Methven said.
dents," said Lee Ann Price, athletThis new policy will take affect
ic training education program immediately after approval.
director. "I'm excited about it."
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Spare time
Andrea York (right), a junior family and consumer sciences major, reads the instructions for removing a spare tire
while Brenna Halpin (left), a junior family and consumer sciences major, bies to figure it oul The two plan to use
the tire for a game at the Fun Garnes Homecoming event.

RHA

Smoking debate could be finalized
By Lea Erwin
STAFF WRITER

The Residence Hall Association discussion on
changing the status of smoking floors in residence
halls for the 2004 school year could lead to a final decision at this week's meeting.
''It could lead to a decision depending on if the
motion is made to vote on a particular proposal," said
Nachel Glynn, RHA president.
Glynn said the RHA has three different proposals to
discuss:
+ Eliminate smoking completely from all residence
halls.
+ Have a "step down process" which would eliminate a number of smoking floors each year.
+ Leave smoking floors the same.
''We have been talking about this for almost a
month," Glynn said. "They have had an adequate
amount of time to discuss it at their hall councils and
we have discussed it at every meeting since its been
brought up."
If the RHA members do make a decision during the
meeting, at S p.m. in the basement of Andrews Hall,
then a proposal will be made and brought to Director
of Housing and Dining Mark Hudson for his approval.

CORRECTIONS
In Wednesday's edition of The Daily Eastern News, an article incorrectly stated Academic Affairs will issue scholarship and award
money. The Faculty Senate has only proposed changing the responsibility of scholarship and award money from Student Affairs to
Academic Affairs.
In Wednesday's edition of The Daily Eastern News, an article
reported Richard Leakey as dead. He is alive.
The News regrets the errors.
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Other business
+ The RHA will discuss ways to conserve energy.
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and 4:30 p.m. Glynn said the RHA will discuss the possibility of expanding Douglas Hall's lighting initiative
to other residence halls
"If all halls do favor it, then RHA may make it offi.
cial," Glynn said. "But that is up to the assembly."
+ From 10 a.m. to S p.m. Nov. 2, RHA will be sponsoring a children's book drive as a philanthropy for the
Great Lakes Affiliation of Colleges and Universities
Residence Halls, or GLACURH, at the Newman
Center in Charleston.
"Any lightly used or new children's books can be
donated at the Newman Catholic Center," Glynn said.
"Then we will distribute them on campus, such as the
children's shelter and the public library."
+ RHA has another philanthropy project called
''Pop Tups."
.
''We are collecting them in every Residence Halls to
be turned into the Ronald McDonald House, which is
an organization that helps families pay for medical
treatments," Glynn said.

Other news
+ Pemberton

.
Hall's haunted house has been can-

celed.
"It has been changed to a costume party that will be
on Halloween from S p.m. to 8 p.m. for anyone who
wants to attend," Glynn said. "The only stipulation is
that the costumes must be in good taste."
+ Glynn says RHA is not planning anything for
homecoming, but residence halls have their own
events planned for homecoming.

AB

Attempt for T-sbirts goes on
• Hamecoming furade
Committee still Woking
t,o purchase security shirts
By Kevin Sampier
STUDENT GOVERNMENT EDITOR

Members
from
the
Homecoming Parade Committee
will again ask Apportionment:
Board for money to buy 40 blue Tshirts, after being denie"d last
week.
Jessica Huber, co-chair of the
UB committee, asked AB to allow
the committee to spend $350 from
its budget last Wednesday for the
T-shirts, but AB failed the request
5-2.

Huber said the T-shirts were
needed to compensate parade
security workers, wQ.ich was one of
the reasons AB members failed

Comedy will also make a presentaJ
therequesi
Apportionment Board Chair tion during the meeting, see~
Larry Ward said the request the funds for five breakfast bars the~
parade committee will present had earlier this y.ear. The bars are
Thursday is more organized than provided when the board sponsort
the last one.
weekend comedians.
"I think that presentation plays
Members from UB made a presi
an important role but its not a vital entation several weeks ago about
the funding, but AB could not votq
role," Ward said.
"By showing your serious about because they didn't have a quorwt
Ward said a new faculty mem~
what you're presenting, the board
will take it more seriously," Ward will be appointed to AB within the
next week aft~r journalism pro,
said.
The outline the parade commit- fessor Joe Gisondi could no longi:t
tee made for the presentation serve beeause of schedule coni
addresses several concerns AB flicts.
"I requested to be off from the
had during the last meeting,
including the color blue not stand- · very beginning," Gisondi said aftrJ
he found out church and soc
ing out during the parade.
"They met amongst themselves activities would prevent him f
and had a chance to address some attending the meetings.
"It was not Joe's fault at an;·
of the issues," Ward said.
Members of, :Univer~tx .:Soai:d W.arli.&ltid..
'

f

•'"

.
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Groups not required at Senate
By Brian O'Malley
STUDENT GOVERNMENT REPORTER

Student Senate voted 19-11
against a bylaw change asking
prospective Recognized Student
Organizations to come to
Student Senate to receive senate's approval. ·
"It's just asking them to come
to us and get our support," said
Kyle Donash, chair of external
relations committee and coauthor of the resolution. "It's
beneficial for us to know."
Ryan Berger, chair of student
relations committee said the
resolution should take out the
word "must", which makes it
sound like the prospective RSO
has to come and be approved by
the Student Senate, when it's
only recommended that the
prospective RSO attend the
meeting.
"I don't like the language
'must'," Berger said. "Student
Senate members are elected to
represent the students, not control them."
"We're elected to represent,"
Berger said. "We're representing. We're not dictators."
Student Senator Matt Kulp

!I

HO 0

said the resolution is a way to
get more people to come to
Student Senate meetings.
"I feel that this is just asking
for more audience to come,"
Kulp said.
Lisa Flam, vice president for
. student affairs, said the Student
Senate doesn't have the power
to control RSO's in that way.
"Student government has no
place to tell an RSO they aren't
allowed," Flam said.
Student Senate voted unanimously for a resolution recommending the Board of 'Ihlstees
change its methods for searching for a university president.
"We're here to help our university," said Student Senate
Speaker Mike Walsh about the
senate having the ability to
make suggestions to the Board
of Trustees.
Walsh said the resolution has
nothing to do with interim
President Lou Hencken. The
resolution is very important and
should be taking very seriously,
Walsh said.
"Th be completely honest, this
is more important than alcohol,"
Walsh said referring to the resolution about allowing pony kegs

of beer into tailgating. The pony
keg resolution passed unanimously.
Student Senator George
Lesica said the presidential
search resolution is an orderly
way to suggest possible changes
to the Board of 'Ihlstees.
''We haven't been going out
throwing bricks through windows," Lesica said. "We're
going about this in an orderly
fashion."
Lesica said the resolution is
just a suggestion and isn't
directly asking the Board of
Trustees to change anything.
"This isn't meant to force
them to do anything," Lesica
said.
Student Body President Caleb
Judy said by selecting a president so quickly the Board of
Trustees dissatisfied him, which
inspired him to author the resolution.
"Shared Governance wasn't
quite followed the way it should
have been," Judy said.
Student Senate meets at 7
p.m. in the Arcola/fuscola Room
of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.

Got slumber?

I l

Danell Peek of All-Purpose Erectors works on installing the lighting system for
the new inb'amural fields Monday afternoon.

• Lifeskill.s warkshop reaches students huw to ·improve sleep quality
By Jessica Youngs

Lights for IM-fields won't
block out dreamlike sky
By Nicole Nicolas
STAFF WRITER

The Intramural Fields will soon be
lit up so sports teams are able to play
at night, right next to the Astronomy
lepartment's observatory.
The observatory designed for star
lazing was originally put there
k<:ause it was the darkest place on
campus.
At first glance the two activities
may seem to interfere with each
other, but that is not the case, physics
~fessor James Conwell said.
"I fully expect when fields are lit
we won't be using the telescopes,"
Conwell said. "(We're) talking to peo\)le about turning lights on and off so
that it won't interfere (with star gazing)."
The intramural sports will be using
the field in the early evening time
..ostly and star gazing will be done
after 9 p.m., when it is the darkest at

STAFF WRITER

Students ·kept their eyes wide open during
Wednesday night's Lifeskills Workshop entitled
"Getting Good ZZZZ's," excluding the period
when they traveled to their "special place."
The workshop was presented by Treva
Anderson of the Counseling Center.
Approximately 40 students attended the interactive presentation Wednesday in the Effingham
Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
Aceording to Anderson, 15 to 30 percent-of
adults suffer from insomnia.
This common sleep disorder has many symptoms including taking 30 minutes to fall a.Sleep,
sleeping for fewer than six and one-half hours
regularly and suffering from a daytime fatigue
affecting mood and ability.
Anderson said to qualify as symptoms of
insomnia, the problems need to occur three or
more times a week or over the course of several
months.
Anderson said insomnia can be both short-term
and persistent.
''More chronic insomnia usually indicates a
more serious problem such as anxiety or depression," Anderson said. "Supervised pharmacological treatment can break the cycle of sleepless
nights and anxious days."
Anderson said many students suffering from
sleep disorders turn to medicines only to find
they develop a tolerance to medication and suffer

night.
"Right now (sports) would rarely go
past 9:00 p.m. when we're playing, it
won't be a problem," said Ken Baker, .
director of Campus Recreation.
If at one point the two interfere
with each other, Conwell said they can
put on a filter to block out light from
the fields.
Baker said the lit fields won't affect
star gazing at all.
"If there's something scheduled
with the scope, we won't have the
lights on," Baker said. "If there's a
comet we're not going to be playing.
We're certainly not going to ruin it."
On the flip side, Conwell said the
softball field being lit up will also get
power out to the dome.
"Having lights are somewhat of an
advantage," Conwell said.
Construction on the Intramural
Fields is 70 percent complete, said
Carol Strode, director of Facilities
Planning and Management.

withdrawal when they are not used.
Anderson recommended students take prescription benzodiazepines such as Ambien or
Zanax instead
She also reminded students alcohol should
never be used to induce sleep.
"Although it can aid in falling asleep," she said,
"it causes a very restless sleep."
Anderson gave students a packet containing
information about various sleep tnpics.
One sheet contained suggested sleep hygiene
measures such as, "sleep in a cool room" and
"develop a bedtime routine."
She also discussed cognitive techniques ID
combat distractions and negative self-talk.
She suggested using counteracting statements
such as, "I can relax," when combating tensing
thoughts or, "time to relax," for angry thoughts.
Anderson lead the room in a meditation exercise in which she urged everyone to "think of the
word calm" and see, hear, smell and feel their
"special place."
"Your special place is something you call up
anytime you want to feel relaxed," she said.
John Skeen, a junior family and consumer sciences major said he usually gets five to six hours
of sleep each night.
Skeen said his primary reason for attending
was "to learn some techniques to get to sleep earlier in the night."
Anderson urged people who do not think they
have the time to sleep to ''make sleep more of a
priority."
.S~

Health Service
is offering FREE flu
clinics for students.
Oct. 21, 22 at
Health Service
8 a.m..-4 ,p ,m.
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Chili & Grilled Cheese

$3.49
$2 Bottles & Drinks

ft

Movies w ith Magic
www.kerasotes.com

WILL ROG ERS T HEATRE
Downtown Charleston • 345-9222

$3.00
Only

ALL EVENING SHOWS

RUNDOWN (PG·13) Daily 7:00
Ends tonight!
UNDER THE TUSCAN SUN (PG-13)
Daily 6:45 Ends tonight!

SHOWPLACE

8

MATTOON

Off Rt 16 East of 1-57 by C<1rlc Cl1111c
MATTOON 234-8898
CHARLESTON 348 - 8884
b_

;'J

S4.75

Oct. 24 at LawiOn HaJt
l-4 p;m.

:J

$2 .50 All Sho- Before 6 pm

A11Sho-Before6pm

Adv•nce Ticket S•les Available

GOOD BOY (PG) Daily 4:00, 6:15, 8:30
KILL BILL (R) Deily 5:00, 7:30, 10:00
RUNAWAY JURY (R) Daily 3:40, 6:45, 9:40

KAPPA DELTA

would like to wish all fraternities
and sororities GOOD LUCK during
Homecoming 2003!

SECONDHAND LIONS (PG) Daily 4:15, 7:00,
9:30 Ends tonightt
INTOLERABLE CRUELTY(PG13) Daily 5:15,
7:45 10:10 Ends tonight!
SCHOOL OF ROCK (PG13) Daily 3:50, 6:30,
9:10
TEXAS CHAINSAW MASSACRE (R) Daily 5:30,
8:00, 10:20
OUT DF TIME (PG13) Daily 4:45, 7:15, 9:50

FREE REFILL on Popcorn & Soft Drinks'
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Society of sexism, abuse inexcusable

"Tell the truth and don't be afraid."
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Eastern News

EDITORIAL

Productivity
not just time
in classes
Productivity is a scary word among Eastern's
faculty right now.
The Illinois Board of Higher Education, a coordinating body appointed by the governor to oversee higher education in the state, made a request
of the Faculty Advisory Committee, Eastern's representatives to the board, to suggest ways to
improve productivity.
Many faculty members interpret this request as
the board wanting faculty to teach more, and larger, classes.
Al
''When James Kaplan,
chair of the IBHE, says
Fac1J fy 001ng asked
the Board intends to stop
listening to universities
and 'get real' about forcing them to 'increase
productivity while
decreasing the cost of
instruction,' he means
that he intends for you to sit mlarger clB.'ise
taught by instructors who have less time to devote
to you,'' said history professor Bailey K. Young in
a letter to the editor in Monday's edition of The
Daily Eastern News.
The Board made this request in response to facing increased budget cutbacks. Les Hyder, journalism chair and faculty representative to the
board, said the board referred several times to
the projected $5 billion budget deficit Illinois
faces in his report to Eastern faculty about the
board's October meeting.
Illinois higher education was already asked to
cut its budget to coincide with the expected budget deficit. Illinois's deficit of $5 billion is forcing
further cuts to higher education and other government programs not deemed priorities.
The board asked state universities to cut their
budgets for administrators, any non-teaching
employee including building service workers and
secretaries, by 25 percent.
Hyder said the board is basically saying the
administrators have done their part and now it's
time for the faculty to do their part to make up for
the budget shortfall.
Faculty can't legally be expected to increase the
amount of classes they teach by much. According
to the collective bargaining agreement Eastern
signed with the University Professionals of
Illinois, Eastern's faculty's union, the faculty is
expected to earn a minimum of 18 credit units and
a maximum of 24 units. A credit unit is about the
faculty equivalent of a student's credit hour.
The board is trying to squeeze blood out of a
turnip. There is no foreseeable way Eastern's faculty can increase productivity without sac:rificing
the quality of an Eastern education.

•

The edit~ridt-iS't~jority opinion of the
Daily Eastern f!Jews·editorial board.

She also isa
senior journalism

major
She can be reached at
jfeastemnews@
holmail.com

The tires crunch into the gravel
driveway, and she jolts awake as
the engine cuts off. A panic grips
her as she realizes two things.
One, he's home. 'IWo, she dozed off
on the couch before she could
throw dinner together. As a cold
sweat begins to trickle down her
back, she hustles into the kitchen
and tries desperately to look busy
before his rage has a chance to
mount.
But her efforts are in vain. At
the end of the episode, she is
marked with bruises and an overwhelming sense of guilt.
Fifty years ago, John Q. Public
would have asked, ''Why didn't
she just fix dinner before her
nap?" Thday, we ask, ''Why doesn't
she leave?"
What kind of progress is this?
The words have changed, but the
blame for family violence still
falls squarely on women.
The doublespeak we spew at
battered women tells them abuse
isn't their fault, but they must
resolve the situation, i.e., get over
their psychological problem and
leave.
Americans condescendingly
refer to women who stay in abusive situations as disturbed, codependent, weak and bound to
repeat the mistake. Yet the men
who beat them are spared this
treatment and we are asked to
understand their troubled
upbringing. It isn't their fault, we
say, they were raised to think this
is OK.
Well then whose fault is it?
We've decided it must be the fault
of the woman too weak to leave,
as if her departure is A) even

"The true culprit
behind rape and
domestic abuse is
sexism. We have to stop
regarding women as
,,
propeTty...

of a can, etc. That doesn't mean
their vaginas have become interstate highways and the admission
of such horniness is an on ramp. It
. is still up to her, horny or not,
drunk or not, whether you're in or
not.
But in one of my women's studies classes, several students still
said a woman wasn't raped in a
hypothetical situations for reasons
such as A) she had a few drinks,
B) she turned down the lights and
remotely possible, let alone easy,
started making out with the man
and B) something that will cause
in question, C) she said a lot of
the abuser to change his behavior.
stuff that sounded like no but wasMen abuse their wives because
n't the word no, and D) she had
our cultUre subtly reaffirms over
dressed seductively and slept with
and over that this kind of behavior his friend when they had dated.
is acceptable. Wives and girlWhen you rape someone, you
friends are·still essentially the
have sex with her when she doesproperty of their male lovers in
n't want to have sex with you. Not
the eyes of the law.
all rapes are as brutal as those
Lily Devilliers wrote in the fall
perpetrated at gunpoint, but creat2003 issue of Bitch magazine
ing a narrow definition of what
constitutes sexual assault does
about her experience in women's.
shelters 10 years ago. There, she
nothing to serve the victims. Not
and other women were presented
accepting a woman's feelings of
such "self-help" material as Robin
being violated because of techniNorwood's ''Women Who Love 1bo calities blames her for what happened.
Much." They were routinely diagnosed as being addicted to abusive
The true culprit behind rape
behavior. That's about an ass hair
and domestic abuse is sexism. We
away from saying women bring
have to stop regarding women as
abuse on themselves.
property and as objects, and
This type of under-the-radar
changing that doesn't mean elirJli.
sexism also blames women for
nating provocative clothes or sexrape. Just last year, a sexual
ually empowered women. It
assault trial stemming from an
means validating women's sex and
event on campus centered on the
power experiences and treating
victim saying she was "horny."
them as adults who make their
I'm sorry, but that should not
own decisions- decisions that
swing the door wide for acquittal.
carry consequences.
Women can get horny in class, in
A society that beats and rapes
the drive-thru at Theo Bell, mowthe bearer of its children is a sociing the lawn, digging cat food out
ety that is incredibly sick.

YOUR TURN: LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Only a .victim of one's poor choiCes
affect them but also others
tions.
I am writing this letter in
life but the lives of people
I will spend the remainregards to the interview and in their life.
who love me.
subsequent article pubder of my working years
I feel that the article
Thday I have my sobriety,
lished in The Daily Eastern
made me look like I was
my family and I am getting
helping other alcoholics and
News on Friday, Oct. 10.
blaming others and that I
the education that I have
drug abusers to recover
I first want to say that I
was a victim of others when
always wanted.
from this disease.
am not ashamed of my past
in reality I was a victim of
In December, I will be
actions because they are
my own bad choices.
returning to St. Louis to join Debbie 'fyler
junior,famil.y and consumer
what brought me to where I
Those bad choices caused
my husband and daughters
sciences
am today.
the events in my past. For
while completing my educaMy purpose of doing the
those of you who abuse alco- tion in the field of addicstory was to inform the stuhol, no matter how often,
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to the e<!itlllJ
dent body that alcohol abuse STOP. For those of you who
do not, do not start.
lldd~no lomif, s.tate. national and iotarnatiooalJsswis. Iha¥ should be. lass than 250
has consequences and that a
·
words and Include the authors' name, telephone number and address. Students sholtl
person can recover from
I am one of the fortunate
Indicate their year In school and major. Faculty, administration and staff shoukl indicalli
those consequences. I would recovering alcoholics. I
their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not bl
_printed. Depending on space constraints, we may edit lettln,_ ·so ·keep- ,It . ~
,al~o pke to le~ pc;io_p~ .~ow.. , . realized in·time that- not
my·./ ' 1 , >, tatters can be sent to The Daily Ea~tf!m .~'({S 1111~1.1 B,ulza¢.Hall, Ch~l
that drinldn-g·dpes·nat·olrly · only WaS I·destrCJymi.
·
&' 81920; faxed to 217-581-2923; or a-mlliled to "jfaesfemnewsOhotinall.com
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Minority scholarships to
honor deceased director
By Joel DeLassus
STAFF WRITER
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Wiiiie Griggs perfonns a poem he wrote for Johnett!ll Jones memorial service last Thursday In
lhe Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. Scholarships for minority students are going to be made to honor the passing of recent faculty members.

Before her death, Ms. Johnetta Jones,
Eastem's director of minority affairs,
worked toward increasing minority enrollment.
In large part due to the efforts of Ms.
Jones, minority enrolhnent has continually
increased over the past five years. However
scholarships geared toward minority students have not increased proportionately
with these numbers.
The Neal Welcome Center, located a mile
west of campus, has catalogued a complete
listing of campus scholarships, which will
. soon be available via Eastern's Web site.
Only 11 of the scholarships listed require an
applicant to be of minority status.
According to Eastern documents released
in September, minority enrolhnent for 2003
is 1,121 students, nearly 10 percent of total
student enrolhnent.
With 1,211 minority students, an average
of nearly 102 are vying for the 11 minority
scholarships Eastern offers.
Karla Evans, executive director of development for the Foundation office, said
Eastern offers 350 to 375 scholarships annually that don't require applicants to be of
minority status.
Ms. Jones headed the efforts in creating a
culturally diverse community at Eastern
with her leadership of the Gateway
Program.

"Ms. Jones basically set the structure of
cultural diversity at Eastern," said Jeff
Collier, secretary of the Student Senate.
Eastern is working toward creating a
scholarship to honor Ms. Jones' work.
Evans said memorial contributions in
Jones' memory are being held at the
Foundation Office in The Neal Welcome
Center. Contributions will begin to take the
shape of a scholarship after a list of contributors is sent to the family.
"It is important that the family can
acknowledge all the contributors," Evans
said.
Evans said a formal scholarship agreement will be established after the family is
contacted.
"The family will set up the criteria at the
time of a formalized agreement," Evans
said.
Historically, a family under these circumstances is contacted within 30 days, Evans
said. Ms. Jones passed away Oct. 11 and the
family has not been contacted about creating a scholarship and a formal agreement
has not been created.
Whether the scholarship will require an
applicant to be of minority status has not
been determined. The development of a a
scholarship in Jones' name is in its very
early stages, Evans said.
Contributions in Jones' memory are being
accepted and can be made payable to EIU
Foundation with Jones' name indicated on
the memo line of the check.

Former student to serve 12 years for Cocaine trafficking
By c.ty Mullady
CITY EDITOR

A former Eastern student will serve a 12sentence for trafficking

year prison
cocaine.

According to circuit court documents,
Paul D. Gherke, 22, whose last recorded
address was 703 Tenth St. in Charleston, was
being charged with two counts of controlled
111bstance related felonies for his March 6

mest.
The charges included one count of unlawful controlled substance trafficking and one

count of unlawful delivery of a controlled
substance.
Gherke waived his right to a jury trial Oct.
14 and received a bench trial Oct. 16.
Gherke pleaded guilty to the tr~ficking
count, which states the defendant "knowingly caused to be brought into this state with
the intent to deliver herein approximately
45.1 grams of a substance containing
cocaine."
This Class X felony holds a punishment of
12-60 years imprisonment with the
Department of Corrections.
Defense attorney Lonnie Lutz said

DEPO-PAOVERA• Contracepti-..e lnjedion
(medroxyprogeste acetate injectable suspension. USP)

1hle product la Intended to .,..._... pregnancy. It does not protKt against HIV
im.ctlon IAIDS) otMr sexually transmitted ~-

What la DEPO-PROVERA Contrwptl¥e lnlectlon?
OEPO-PROVERA ContracepW. Injection is a form of birth control !hat is ~ as an
intramuscular 1njectian (a shot)' in the buttock"' upper arm once ....,ry 3 months (13 weel<s). 10
COl100ue )'OUr contraceptive protectioo, you must ~um for your next injection promptly at the
end of 3 months ( 13 weel<s). DEPO-PRO\IERA contlins medroxyprogeste acetate. a
c!lemical similar to (but not the same as) the natural hormone pmgesterone, which 1s oroduced
by your ovaries dtTing the second half of your menstrual cycle. DEPO-PROVERA acts by
pn!YO<lting )'OUr egg cells from ripening. If an egg ts not released from the owries during your
menstrual cycle,~ cannot become fertilized by sperm and result in pregnancy. DEPO-PROVERA
also causes changes in the lining of )'OUr uterus that make ~ less likely for pregna-icy to OCCUI:
Haw efJectt.elt DEl'O-PROVERA Contncept!M Injection!
The efficacy of DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection depends on following the
recommended dosage schedule exactly (see "How often do I get my shot of DEPO-PROVERA
Contracep!Ne Injection?"). To make sure you are not pregnant when )'OU first get
DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive lnjectt0n, )'Our first injection must be given ONLY dunng
the first 5 days of a normal menstrual period; ONLY within the first 5 days after childbirth if not
tnast-feedinii; and, tf exduMly breast-feeding. ONLY at the sixth week after childbirth. It is a
lons!-tenn in1ect.lble contraceptive when administered at 3-month ( 13-week) intervals.
DEl'O-PROVERA Contraceptive lriection is a.er 9'i% eft"ec\Ne, maklnt! ~one of the most reliable
methods of birth control available. This means that the ave-age annuafpcegnancy rate is less than
one for every I00 v.omen who use DEPO-PROVERA. The effectiveness of most contrac~
methods depends in part on how reliably each woman uses the method. The effectiwness of
OEPO-PROVERA depends only on the patient rett.rning every 3 months ( 13 weeks) for her next
i-jectjon. Your health-care provider will help you compare DEPO-PROVERA with other
contraceptive methods and 8"" )'OU the infonnation you need in order to decide which
contraceptive method is the right choice for )'OU.
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Gherke's guilty plea for the first count abolished charges for the second count.
The second count said Gherke "knowingly
delivered 15 grams or more but less than 100
grams of a substance containing cocaine to
an Illinois St.ate Police confidential source."
That Class X f elOny carries six t.o 60 years
imprisonment with the Department of
Corrections and a maximum fine of

$500,000.
Gherke bad 20 months remaining on a
two-year prison term at Shawnee
Correctional Center in Vienna when sentenced to 12 years by Charleston Circuit

• if you have had cancer of the breast
•
• if)'OU have had a strol<e
• jf )'OU have °'have had blood clots (phlebitis) in )'OUr legs
• jf )'OU h.we problems with yoor liver or 1,_- disease
• if )'OU are allergic to DEPO-PROVERA (medroxyprogesterone acetate or any of its other
ingredients).
What other things should I consider before using DEPO-PROVERA
Contrwptl¥e Injection?
You will have a physical examination before yo<r doctor prescribes · DEfO.l'ROVERA. It is
important to tell yoi.r heait:IKM'e provider jf you h.we any ofthe folowire;
• a family history of breast ancer
• an abnormal mammogram (breast x-ray), 1ibrocystic breast disease, breast nodules or~ O<"
bleeding from )'OUr nipples
• kidney disease
• irregular or scanty rnemtNal periods
• his!> blood pressure
: ~headaches

• epilepsy (convu~ions °'seizures)

• diabetes or a family history of diabetes

• a history of depression

TI!"~~'\~~ ~:;,.the-<~ic~

not protect against
transmission of HIV IAIDSI and other sexually transmitted dlseaMB such as
chlamycla, genital herpes, genltal warts, gonorrhea, hepatltla B, and syphUIB.
What If I WMt to become pregnant after using DEPO-PflOVERA ConlrKeptlve
lnjeotlon?
Because DEPO-PROVERA is a long.,;cting birth control n>!lhod, it takes some time after yo..- last
injection for its effect to -.roil". Based on the results from a iarl!O study done 1n the Un~ed States.
t0r women who stop using DEPO-PROVEAA in order to become pregnant. ~ IS expected that
about half of those who become pregnant will do so in about I 0 months after their last injection;
about two thirds of those who become pregnant will do so in about 12 months; about 83% of
those who become pregnant wiH do so in about 15 months; and about 93% ofthose who become
pregnant will do so in about 18 months after their last injection. The length of time )OU t.t5e
DEPO-l'RCMRA ras no elb:t on how Ions! it t"""5 )OU to become ~ a!\er ~ stop usi-.i it
What . . the risks of using DEPO-l'ROVERA C~• lnjBCUon?
I.Irregular Menstrual Bleeding
The side effect reported most frequendy by women who use DEPO-PROVERA for
contraception IS • diange in their normal menstrual cycle. Di.ring the first year of using

DEPO-PROVERA. you misht h....., one or more of the following changes: irre2ular °'
unpredictable bleeding °' spotting, an increase or decrease in menstrual bleedinfl. or no Cieeding
at all. Unusually heavy O<" continuous bleedif'I@. however; is not a usual effect of D!PO-PROVEAA
and if thts happens, )'OU sliould see )'OUr health-<are provider right ~ With continued use of
DEPO-PROVERA. bl~ing usually decreases, and many women stop having periods completely.
In clinical studies of DEPO-PROVERA, 55% of the v.omen studied reported no menstrual
bleeding (amenorrllea) after I year of use. and 68% of the women studied reported no menstrual
bleeding after 2 ~ of use. The reason that your periods stop ~ because DEPO-PROVERA
causes a resting state in )'OUr ovaries. When yo<r OYaries do not "'lease an egg monthly. the
regular monthly growth of the hrnng of your uterus does not occi.r and, therefore, the bleeding
that comes with your normal menstruation does not talclo place. When )'OU stop using
DEPO-PROVERA yo..- menstrual period wiH usualy. in time, retlJm to its normal cycle.
2.llone Minerol Changes
Use of DEPO-PROVERA may be ~ with a decrease in the amount of mineral stored in
yoi.r bones. This could increase ~ risk of~ bone fi'actures. The rate of bone mineral
loss is greatest in the early years of DEPO-PRCIVEAA U.., but after that.~ begins to resemble the
normal rate of age-relaU!d bone mineral loss.
3.Concer
Studies of women who h.we used diifermt forms of contraception found that women who used
DEPO-PROVEAA for contraception had no increased CM!fall risk of de>;elopinj! cancer of the
breast, ovary. uterus. cervix. or IM!r. Howe-.ier, women under 35 )'eM> of age ,.f"'5e fnt ~
to. DEPO-PROVERA was within the previous 4 to 5 years may h.we a slil1ht!Y increased risk of
de>;elopinj! breast cancer similar to that seen with oral contraceptives. You sfioUld discuss this with
)'OUr health-care prOlider:
•
Wnexpected """1nancv
Because DEPO-PROVERA is such an etrec\Ne contraceptille method, the risk of accidental
pregnancy for women who get their shots rei!Ularly (every 3 months [t 3 weet<sD is very low.
While there ra.e been reports of an increasearisk of low birth ~ and neonatal infant death
or other health problems in infanls conceMd clo5e to the time of injection. such prewiancies in
in:ommon. If )Oil think )'OU may h.we become pregnant while using DEPO-PROVERA for
contraception, see yo<r health<are provider as soon as possible.
5.Allergi< ReoctiOlls
Some women using DEPO-PROVERA ContraceplHe ~ have reported _ , , and
ixrtentially life.~ allerli< reactions-known .. anaphyta>cis and anapt,iactoid -=tions.
.S""1Dtoms inclulle llMt ~ OO$e1 of~ or~ and .~ t?f.~ ·.sl<in. ~·
~anoladropir1"bloodpre<m-e.
• • ' ng
•' · " · · · • · • - '

Court Judge Mitchell Shick.
His prior conviction was for unlawful possession of a firearm by a felon, which
occurred in Champaign County Aug. 7.
"Those sentences were basically merged
together," Lutz said. "He received credit
against the Coles County case for his time in
custody with the Department of
Corrections."
Gherke was a computer information systems major.
City Editor Carty" Mullady can be reached at
l.alslayne83@ao.com.

6.0ther Risks
Women who use hormone-based contraceptives may have an increased risk of blood clots or
stroke. Also, if a contracep!Mo method fails. there is a possibility that the ferti~zed egg will begin
to de\lelop outside of the uterus (ectopic pregnancy). While these e.oents are """· )'OU sho<Jd
tell your health-care provider if )'OU have any oT the proble<ns listed in the next section.
What symptoms mar signal problem• while using DEPO-PROVERA
Contrwptl¥e Injection?
:;=t~rPO.m,~ provider immediately if any of these problems ocor fOllowing an injection

• sharp chest pain. cougtiing up of blood, Of" sudden shortness of breath (tndicating a possible clot
in the lung)
"-·,·-'-·
.
. .
, . .
-~
with
....,.
• sudden severe"''"'""'~°' vormlt'"€> d1ZZ1ness"' 1atnt1ni p1..,...ems
yo<r ..,.est., •• °'
speech. weakness, °' numbness in an arm "' leg (indicating a possible strol<e)
• """'"' patn or swelling in the calf (indicating a possible clot in the leg)
• unusually heavy v.iginal bleeding
• <e11ere pain "' tenderness in the lower abdominal area

~~ti:"~~"'=-ng•~~~PROVERA Contrecepttve Injection?
I .Weight

Goin

You may experience a weil?ht gain while )'OU are using DEPO-PROVERA. About two thirds of
the women who used DEPO-PROVERA in clinical tria~ reporte<J a wegtrt gain ofabout 5 pounds
during the first year of use. You may contir1ue to gain weigllt after the first year. Women in one
large study who used DEPO-PROVERA f0< 2 years l!>ined an average total of 8.1 pounds a.er
those 2 years. "'approximately 4 pounds per year. Women who continued for 4 year> gained an
....erage total of 13.8 pounds over those 4 years. or approximately 35 pounds per year. Women
who continued f0< 6 yean gained an <Mnge total of 165 pounds over those 6 years. °'
approximately 2.75 pounds per year.
2.0ther Side Effects
In a clinical study of over 3,900 women who used DEPO-PROVERA for up to 7 years. some
women reported the following effects that may "' may not have been related to their use of
DEPO-PROVERA: Irregular menstrual bleedin& amenorrhea. headache. nenoousress, abdominal
cramps. dizziness. weakness or fatigue, decreased sexual desire, leg cramps. nausea. ~
discharge or initruon, breast swelling and tenderness. bloattng, swelfing of the hands or Teet.
backache, depression. insomnia acne. pelvic pain. no hair growth or excessr;e hair loss. rash. t.)t
flashes, and joint pain. Other problems were reported by very few of the women in the cMnic.al
trials. but some of these could be serious. These include convulsions, jaundtce. urinary tract
infections. allergic reaction~ fatnting. paralysi~ osteoporosts, lack of return to fertility, deep -.ein
thrombosis. pulmonary embolus, breast cancer. or cervical cancer: If these °' any other problems
occur during your use of DEPO-PROVERA. discuss them with your health-care provider:
Should any r,recautlons be followed during use of DEPO-PROYERA
Contraceptive njectlon?
I Missed Pena<is
Dunng the time you are usong DEPO-PROVEAA for contraception,)'OU_may slap a period, Of" YfA'
penods may stop completely. If )'OU have been ~ your DEPO-PRO'IERA injections
regularly every 3 months (13 weelcs), then )'OU are probably not pregnant. HCJWe\o'el; rr)'OU 1lil*
!'L~:;>J-e';
see )'OUr health-care prOlider:

r,:;:,,

If ~ are scheduled for NTf iaborato'}' 1"5!s, tell.yo<r health-care provider that )'OU are using
8Er;8:~~~~ for contraception. Certain blood t"5!s are aflected by hormones such as

3.Drug lnteroclions .
Cytadren (amin()!!lutethimide) is an anticancer drug that may significantly decrease the
effectiveness of DtPO·PROVE'RA if the two drugs are grvori d..-ing the same time.
N
Mothers
DEPO-PROVERA can be passed to the nursing infant in the breast milk. no harm1i.tl
been found in these children DEPO-PROVERA does not p<-1t the breasts from
producing milk. so ~ can be used by nursing mo~. Howeller. to rrinimize the amo<.nt of
DEPO-PROVERA that is passed to the infant in the first weel<s after birth, )OU should wait <rrtil
6 weel<s after childbirth before )'OU start ~ P~PQ-£'ROVEAA f0< contrac:eption,
How on... do I get my ehot of DEPO-PROYERA Contr8ceptlve ~?
The recommended dose of DEPO-PROVERA is 150 mg every 3 months (13 weelcs) gMf1 in a
sin21e intramuscular injection in the buttock O<" upper arm. To malce sure that )'OU are not~
at the time of the first injection. it is essential that the in1ection be gMf1 ONLY during the lirst
5 days of a normal menstrual period If used following the ~ of a child, the frst injection of
DEPO-PROVERA MUST be gMti within 5 days after childbirtl> rr )'OU in not breast-teeding °'
6 weel<s after childbirth if you are exclusM!ly breast-feeding. If you wa~ longer than 3 moilths
( 13 weel<s) ~ injecoons. Of" longer than 6 weelcs after delivery, your heafth.care JlfO'lider"
should determine that )'OU are not preiJlant before giving )'OU your injection ofDEPO-PROVERA.
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'lour pills
are where????
Tr~ -the B>\rth cor\-trol ~ou -th\r\k aB>ou-t
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Depo-Provera is 99. 7% effective.

a loss of some of the bone mineral stored in your

Not only is it 99.7% effective, but you need just

bones. This could increase Y°t'r risk of. developing

1 shot every ·11 to 13 weeks to protect you

bone fractures. Some women. using Depo-Proyera

from pregnancy. So, unlike the Pill, Depo-Provera

have side effects. The most common are irregular

is not your every day birth control.

periods or spotting. Many women stop having
periods altogether after a few months. You may

Depo-Provera does not protect you from HIV/AIDS

~ain

or other sexually transmitted diseases.

weight when using Depo-Provera. About two

thirds of the women in clinical trials reported a

You shouldn't use Depo-Provera if you co.uld be

weight gain of about 5 lb during the first year of use.

pregnant or if you have had any unexplained

Talk to your health care provider to see if

periods. You should not use it if you have a history

prescription Depo-Provera is right for you.

of breast cancer, blood clots, stroke, or liver

Birth control you think about just 4 times a year.

disease. When using Depo-Provera, there may be

See what Depo-Provera is all about.
Call toll free 1-866-519-DEPO or visit
www.depo-provera.com.

Birth con-t:rol ~u -t:hink af!>out jus-t:

a+

x a 'jear.

Please see important product information on the adjacent page .
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acuity union discusses productivity
partners.
University Professionals
lllinois, Eastern's faculty
n, listened to speakers
e passing several resoluat its annual house of delees session in Chicago last
end.
Sat., Oct. 18, a delegation of
ty members from the
rn chapter of UPI attended
house session. The Eastern
ation crafted several of the
resolutions.
delegation was comprised
15 Eastern faculty members,
represent a variety of
ments. The delegation
included both tenured and
actual faculty members.
The Campus House Delegation
s to discuss issues relevant
the faculty union members.
r cijscussing the issues, they
se, then draft resolutions
ght to UPI sessions to be disd and voted on in commit-

the passing of

"The (Illinois Board of Higher Education) is using
productivity in a narrow, destructiv~ way.,,
--chartes Delman

resolutions, the house of delegates also listened to an address
on productivity from Gary
Rhoades of the University of
Arizona.
In his address, Rhoades
addressed the issue of increasing
productivity and gave examples
of how for-profit institutions,
such as the University of
Phoenix, could redefine their
focus
and
utilize
public
resources to become more financially viable.
• "The (Illinois Board of Higher
Education) is using productivity
in a narrow, destructive way,''
said UPI President Charles
Delman.
Delman
disagreed
with
Rhoades' example of the
University of Pheonix's profitability. "The University of
Phoenix is not relevant . to
Eastern's situation because that
school concentrates on a few spe-

cific subjects, mostly relating to
business and do not include more
serious academic subjects," he
said.

Insurance for Domestic
Partners
The UPI discussed the issue of
extending health insurance benefits to domestic partners.
There were no provisions in
the current contract for domestic
partners other than the legal
"husband and wife" partnert;hip,
Delman said.
·
Delman said this resolution
would extend the benefits to
include common law antl samesex marriages. It passed with no
contest
or ·
revision.
The University of Illinois and
Western Illinois University
already extend health insurance
benefits to include domestic

Resolution for Evolution
A resolution regarding academics was passed Saturday.
Another resolution drafted by
Eastern
faculty
members
encouraged the UPI to take a
stance on the teaching of evolution over creationism in science
courses.
.
Creationism is an alternative
to the scientific theory of evolution, and holding that the creation of the universe and everything in it was supernatural and
relatively recent.
According to a press release,
the UPI endorses statements
from scientific bodies supporting
the teaching of evolution and
opposing the promotion of nonscientific religious doctrines in
science curricula.
The president of Eastern's
chapter of UPI, Charles Delman,
said the resolution passed with
no contest or revisions. The resolution was written in response to
a "religious assault on scientific
principles,'' he said.
"Science is about a specific
mode of inquiry that is not present in the theory of creationism,"

Delman said.
"No one is questioning. religious freedom."
Creationism will still be
addressed in courses outside of
the science departments such as
philosophy classes, he said.

Other Resolutions
Other resolutions passed on
Saturday called for the restoration of state funding for health
insurance costs.
A large portion of the cost of
faculty health insurance was
transferred to universities several years ago, Delman said. This
resolution sought to return that
responsibility to the state.
The UPI passed another
Eastern crafted resolution
declaring support for the
American Library Association in
their disapproval of the United
States' Patriot Act of 2001. The
Patriot Act allows government
agents to review library records
on individuals. The ALA claims
the act infringes upon citizens'
civil liberties.
Another Eastern-authored resolution about including faculty
members in the presidential
search processes was tabled for
legal review.

Want to

SCAD
the
Competition
away?

Thursday@

Mother
L

WATCH THE BATTLE
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(all mt J ng)

FINALS:
Thurs. Oct 23
University Ballroom
~ 7pm
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: Trick and Treat
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Come meet the Stoll Girls
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and peat special on..

Big Bottles

&

R>r Everyone

open 9 p.m. til 1 am.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
HELP WANTED
Bartender trainees needed. $250
a day potential. Local positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext. 539.
~-------10/23
Resident Assistant applications
for Fall 2004 now available. Click
on the RA App;ication link at
www.eiu.edu/-housi ng.
Informational sessions for those
interested in applying: Monday,
October 27 6pm Stevenson
lobby. Tuesday, October, 28 6pm.
Call Doug with questions 5817689
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/28
MOVIE EXTRAS/MODELS NEEDED no exp. required, all looks and
ages. Earn $100-$500 per day1888-820-0167 x u171.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11n

Searching for a job that works
around your class schedule?
Ruffalo Cody in partnership with
Weststaff has immediate long
term customer service I inside
sales positions available. We
offer: flexible scheduling, a
fun/professional
atmosphere,
paid training and competitive
starting salary. Call Now!! 3451303 Weststaff eoe m/f/h/v
--'--------00
CALL NOW!!! CONSOLIDATED
MARKET RESPONSE in partnership with WESTAFF is looking for
people just like you to be a part of
our team!!! $7/HR WITH GRADUATED PAY INCREASES Work
around YOUR schedule with our
new flexible hOl.l"S: 5p-9p; 12p-4p
or 12:30p-9p Business casual
atmosphere Bonus potential
Advancement opportunity Call
today to schedule your personal
interview: 345-1303

FOR RENT
Females
2003/2004
or
2004/2005, furnished, W/D, PD
water & garbage. 1O mo $225, call
Star 348-6590
_ __ __ __ _10/24
Fall '04- 3 Bedroom 2 bath home.
Washer/Dryer, CIA. Great back
porch. $750 month. 345-5037
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ 10/24

Fall '04 2 Bedroom home. Excellent
location, A/C, Washer/Dryer. NO
PETS. $500 month. 345-5037
_ _ _ _ _ __

_ 10/29

CAMPUS

FOR

FOR

RENT

4 Bedroom, central air, dishwasher, trash included 345-7244 2
Bedroom duplex, W & D, water.
and trash included. $350 3457244
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/31
4 Bedroom, 2 full bath house.
Available. Dec, 21 O/person: Close
to EIU and nightlife. 549-6120
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/31
Leasing for 2004: 2 bedroom
completely furnished, newly
remodeled. DSL furnished. NO
pets. 917 4th Street 235-0405,or
317-3085.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/21
3 Bedroom apartment 2 blocks
from campus. $235 each per
month. 345-3554

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12/3

Brittany Ridge: 4 bedroom for 4 or
5 people. 2 1/2 bath, dishwasher,
washer/dryer. Great floor plan.
Local, Responsive landlord.
$210/person 348-8886, leave
message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12115
Exceptionally economical! 1 bedroom apt. with loft. Furnished for
a single or couple. $375 month.
For one or $430 month for two. 1
block north of O'Brian Fild. For
school year 2004-2005. Call John
345-8350

-------~~00

Beautiful two story house furnished for 7-8 girls. Hardwood
floors, furnished including new
leather furniture. 2 112 baths, full
basement with washer and dyer,
central air, large yard. For school
year 2004-2005; $285 each. One
block north of O'Brien field. Call
Jan 345-8350
Girls: FURNISHED houses for
2003-2004. 1/2 block from Rec.
Center. W/D, Central air, 10 mo.
lease. 345-5048

--------~oo

PANTHER PADS has 2,3,4,5,6,8,
and 11 bedroom, unfurnished
houses for rent 2004-2005. 1-2
blocks from campus. CLEAN and
WELL MAINTAINED. No pets, 12
months lease. Call 345-3148 or
check us out at www.pantherpad8.com.
_ __ _ _00

Clean, nice, furnished 2 bdr apt
available for Jan. 04. Parking/trash
incl., laundry on premises, locally
owned, by EIU police. Call 3480673 leave a rnsg.

___ ______oo

RENT

FOR

"Listed as top landlord for 2003 in
Eastern News!n1 Bedroom apts.
for August 04-05. PP&W PROPERTIES. 2 EXCELLENT LOCATIONS 1 BLOCK, & 1 1/2
BLOCKS NORTH OF OLD MAIN
ON 6TH ST. 1 or 2 person leases.
Central heat & A/C, laundry facility. Trash service and off street
parking included. Perfect for serious student or couples. 348-8249

-------~00

2004-2005 1 & 2 Bdrm furnished
apts. Trash & water paid. 10 mo.
lease. No pets. 345-5048.

PERSONALS

RENT

Renting now for Fall of 2003. 4 BR
houses. Within walking distance
of Eastern. Call 345.2467

--------~OO

FALL 03-2 BR FURN APT $235
ea. 1o mo. lease. NO PETS. 3455048

---~-----00

ROYAL HEIGHTS APTS: 1509 S.
2nd St. 3 BR furnished apts, low
utilities. New carpet and new furniture. Leasing for Spring 2004
and Fall 2003 semesters. Call
346-3583
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

-~-------00

Gir1 wanted to share 2 bdrm apt.
$260/month trash and water
included. 1111 2nd next to the
park.
Call_
348-5427
__
_ _ _ _ _ _00

--------~00

AVAILABLE JAN 04. NEW 1 BR
APT-Washer/ Dryer, Stove, Refrig,
Microwave, Dishwasher. Trash
Pd. $450 mo. 117 W. Polk. Ph.
348- 7746.
. www.charlestonilapts.com

2004-2005 2 bdrm furnished
townhouse. Central Air, garbage
disposal, laundry on premise.
1521 1st. 345-5048
2004-2005 3 bdrm furnished apt.
Central air, garbage disposal,
laundry on premise. 1521 1st
345-5048

~-~--~~--00

FOR RENT FOR 2004. 5141312
BEDROOM HOUSES. 2 BEDROOM, 2 BATH APARTMENTS.
1026
EDGAR. 348-5032
_________
00
For 200412005 Nice 4 and 5 bedroom houses. Excellent lacations,
cable internet hook-ups in every
bedroom. Washer and Dryer
hookup. 275-300 per person. Call
345-0652

_________oo

Available Summer & Fall 2004.
Extremely nice 2&3 bedrooms,
with one or two baths. Apts. and
homes.Washer & dryer included.
No pets. Close to campus. Uttiker
Rental 345-9267
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/24

FOR

SALE

--~----~~00

BUCANNAN ST. APTS, 1 Bdrm
now available. FOR SPRING
2004. Call 345-1266

--------~oo

04-05 fall- 2,3,4 bedroom 2 bath
apts. new, clean, and close to EIU
345-6100.

---~----00

JUST NOW AVAILABLE: 2BR
UNF AFT WITH STOVE, REFRIG,
MICRO,
CEILING
FAN/AC,
TRASH PD. 1305 18TH STREET.
$395 MO. PH. 348-7746.

----~----00

Clean, nice, furnished 2 bdr apt.
for
Jan.
04.
available
Parking/trash incl., laundry on
premises, locally owned, by EIU
police. Call 348;0il1;3, leaVf a
msg.

- ----- _ _

_ 00

BUZZARD
STUDENTS.
Lincolnwood Pinetree has large 2
BR apts. available @ 2020 10th.
Call 345.6000 to see!

1989
Honda
Accord.
Sunroof, AC, 5 Speed. Great
Shape.
---~----1003
1994 Mazda Protege, runs
well, good condition, 4 door,
5 speed manual transmission, 148,000 miles, $2400
OBO. can Danny 234-2258 or
581-8389 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _1004

ROOMMATES
Roommates
wanted,
$295/month. Call Llndsey
348.1479
()()

Roo--mma--tes--=-fo-r--=-3....,B=R=-f-=-ur·nished apartments. $290 per
person. 1509 s. 2nd. can 3463583
--~~-~--~00

Happy Founders Day to the
lovely ladies of KAPPA
DELTA!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/23
Christine & Steph- you two
looked . so beautiful, representing Sigma Kappa! We
are so proud!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/23
Good Job KAtie & Jackie of
Sigma Kappa and Sigler and
Bobbo of Delta Thu Delta!
You guys are doing an awesome job! Love, Sig Kap
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/23
Friend PASSED OUT after
drinking all night? Is their
skin cold, clammy and pale?
ARe they breathing slowly
or irregularly? Passed out
and won't respond to you?
Vomits and doesn't wake up?
They may have ALCOHOL
POISONING! Get help
IMMEDIATELY! Do NOT
leave them alone! Roll them
on their side to preveni them
from choking on their vomit.
You could save their life!
-~----__,.__,.__,.-~10/'24

Steph- You looked so beautiful as Sig Kap princ.ess! We
love you so much! Good Job!
Love, your Sig Kap sisters.
=-,,,......,_.....,.._ _ _ _10/'24
Christine- Congrats on being
runner-up for Homecoming
Queen. You were so beautiful and we are so proud!
Love your Sig Kap sisters.
=-------=1004
The majority of EIU students drink 0,1,2,3 or 4
drinks per week (n=471 representative
students).
_ _ _ _EIU
__
_ _1004
76% of EIU students have
not performed poorly on
tests/projects due to alcohoVdrugs (n= 471 representative EIU students).
_ _ _ _ _ _ _10/'24
91% of EIU students have
not damaged property, etc.
due to drinking or drugging
(n= 471 representative EIU
students).
10/'24
9·-=-2DA=o-o_,f,..,E=I=u,,,_.stu___,.de_n_ts_think
people risk harm if they consume alcohol prior to sexual
activity (n= 471 representative
EIU students):
________
1CY24

ATTENTION ALL G
ATING SENIORS! If
interested in a y
your senior year, and are
sure how to pick it up,
to the Student Publica ·
·offic.e, room 1802 B
Hall, and for only $4 we
mail you a copy in the
when they are publis
can 581-2812 for more .
mation.
Carole's Piano now
ing new students. All
welcome.
Beginner
advanc.ed levels. Call
8685 for more inform
Carole is also availab
play for functions, reci
parties and contests.

ANNOUNCEMEN
There is a flu clinic in Th
lobby today from 1-4.
your free flu shot and
healthy!
Spring Break 2004.
with STS, America's
Student Thur Operato
Jamaica, Cancun, Acap
Bahamas, and F1orida.
hiring campus reps. Call
group
disco
lnforamtion/Reserva ·
800-648-4849
www.ststravel.com
What happens when you
ectasy and alcohol? l
this, and other useful ·
mation
MyStudentBody.com.
in eiU as your school code
Join the Condom
Contact
the
H
Education Resourc.e
at 581-7786 for more
mation.

CLIPS

MINORITIES IN COMMUNICATION ASSOCIATION: Leaf raking for

the community October 29 from 3-5. If interested In s service project,
having a good time and showing the community that you care, please
come and participate with us. Questions or concerns contact us
mlcaeiuOhotmail.com

at

MTEA MEETING: Paris Rm in the Union at 6pm. We are inviting all
education majors to our meeting.
INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP: It's worship night! Come
for a great time of singing, fellowship at 7:30 in the Charleston/Mattoon
Amin Union
BETA ALPHA PSI: 6:30 in LH, Rodney Rice from RBG in St. Louis has
prepared a fun game show format.

The Dally Eastern News
Classified ad form
Name: -~------------Address: ___________
Phone: - - -- - - - Student: O Yes O No
Under classification of: '-'- -- - -- - Expiration code (office use only): _ _ _ __

Person accepting ad:
Compositor: _ _
No. words I days: _ _ Amount due:$_ __

1JJe•Umklinae1d
till Ciosswor
27Clothes
model
1With 40A, a
31Nobody
breakfast
order
32Like a bike
chain, usually
6With 40A,
garden sites 33Miner's entry
1OWith 40A, a 351ncarnation
V.l.P.
of the
Egyptian god
14Top picks
Tfloth
15Delta Center 39Pope's cape
team
40?
16Mesa Indian
41Hop on
171s rated
42First name in
19Leader at
'50s TV
OPEC,
43Dreamcast
maybe
maker
20Computer
44Prefix with
add-on
vascular
2149A/34D top- 45Negligible
ping
47Loose over23Macon-tocoat
Augusta dir. 48Tried hard
24E.ncouraging 51 Something
signs?
that needs to
25Uplifted
be cleared up
ACROSS

ANSWER TO TODAY'S PUZZLE

Payment:

Check No.~-

Dates to run: ------~-----Ad to read:
:II anlS I* wonl fnl dirt ad 11118. 10 cents I* wonl each c:onaaaM dirt
......... 25 C8llls I* wonl ftlll dirt t>r .aldenls will wlld ID, and 10 C8llls I* wonl
each c:oramlWI dirt - - . 15 wonl nlninun.
DEADLltE 2pa PllEVIOUI DiW -NO EllCIPTIOl8
The NIMl lllUIV8S lhe rvit lo eel or llfulll ads COl1lidnd lbllolls or In bid 111111.

"rh:ilm::t=1

53Bolted down
5440A/34D topping
56Rxprescribers
59Service
rewards
61For show
only
63History Muse
640ver .
65English
Channel
feeder
66With 40A, a
firebrand
67With 40A,
racers
68With 40A, a
fad
DOWN

1With 340,
part of a
pound
2Brews ·
3Wind-up toy?
4Curvy path
5Prairie event
&Salvo
7The Dakotas,
to de Gaulle
8Ear1y baby
wortl
9Cold dessert
10Amiss
11 Comfortable
12Posit aloud
13Wlth 340,
spent

Puzzle by Patrick Merrell

18Kind of gum
in food
preparation
22Abbott and
Costello, e.g.
2649A/34D topping
27With 340, a'
pretty tree
28Hometo
Yeats
29"C'est la vie"
3049A/34D topping
31 Outside of a
gyro
33Clearing, of

sorts

34?
36Set end to
end
37Citer's opening
38With 340, a
mariner's
guide
41Road marker
430ne-person
cab

48Albanian
money
47U.S. coin
word

48Wlth 340, a
comic strip
setting

49Practical
5001d print
51 Like large
landowners
52Wads of g
55"A
'cl
schOlar"

56Silent type
57Censure
58Wit~ 34~L~

racing vem-

cle

60Settler's
building

materiaJ

ea.__·easter
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
een
Tiine
at
's on Jackson. Low
fun clothes. Open
y-Saturday 10:30am712_
Jackson
345-1469.
_
___
_1M9

110% Best Prices! Cancun,
Jamaica,
Acapulco,
Bahamas, Florida. Book
now and receive free
meals & parties. Campus
Reps wanted! 1-800-2347007 or endlesssummertours.com

#1 SPRING BREAK COMPANY in Acapulco is now
offering 3 destinations! Go
Loco in Acapulco, Party in
Vallarta, or get Crazy in
Caho- all with BIANCIIlROSSI TOURS. Book by
Oct.31-get FREE MEALS!
Organi7.e a group and travel for FREE. Call for
details. 800-875-4525 or
www.bianchi-rossi.com
- - -- ----10/31
A ''Reality" Spring Break
2004. Only with Sunsplash
Thurs. Featured in the ''The
Real Cancun" Movie.
Lowest Prices, Free Meals
& Parties before Nov. 6th, 2
Free Trips for Groups.
www.sunsplashtours.com
1-800-426-7710.
-------11/07
N0 N

s E Q u IT u R

aooN ooc K s

Spring Break- sign up with
Student Express and ~et
FREE roundtrip airhne
tickets
to
over
15
International destinationsincluding
Aruba,
Dominican Republic, Costa
Rica, Caribbean hot spots
and more. Why go with
anyone else. Limited offercall now. Commission rep
positions also available.
800-787-3787. www.studentexpress.com

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Spring Break 2004. Travel
with STS, America's #1
Student Thur Operator to
Jamaica,
Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas, and
Flonda. Now hiring campus reps. Call for group
discounts.
Information/Reservations
1-800-648-4849
or
www.ststravel.com
12/11
-W~I~NTE
~~
RAN_D_S=PRING

BREAK. SKI AND BEACH
TRIPS ON SALE NOW!
www.sunchase.com OR
CALL 1-800-SUNCHASE
TODAY!
-------12/15

ACT NOW! Book 11 ~
ple, get 12th trip free.
Group discounts for 6+
www.springbreakdiscounts.com or 800-838-8202

- - - - -----0.1/30

50% off winter items. Log
house resale shop. Go to
the fairgrounds and follow
the signs. 348-8001
00
-c=
ITY~~L~I~M~I=Ts
__RE
_s=T~f\URANT: Parents Weekend,
Friday and Saturday buffet
and salad bar. Students
bring parents. Show l.D
and receive 10% on entire
bill! Full menu and specials
also available. Beer, wine,
and cocktails.

-

-

- - - --

BY WILE Y MI LLER

eY AARON MCGRUDER

I REMWfER HER ~ Ml SHE 'MlRE
lllE ~EST ORESSES. SHE WAS A
SlRONG GAi. _ OSEll lO ~ 00WN
rt' lllE OOQ(S. NOT VfRY PRETIY. EllllER
- IN FACT. POWNRIGHT OGlY. REAL
llADY. IF I
RfCAU. -

I IJEf HER RIGHT ArnR
SHE GOT OUT OF PRISON.
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"FRANK" IS SOQI AN 000
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-. ~
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Gilbert:
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

Even USA Tuday featured a
story on Huskies' flanker P.J.
Fleck and tailback Michael
Turner. NIU must know they've
made it when Max Kellerman
talks about the team on "Around
the Horn."
With all of the recent press the
school has received, one of NIU's
most famous athletes believes the
school is almost like a completely
different university t:han'when he
played. LeShon Johnson, NIU's
all-time single season rushing
leader with 1,976 yards in 1993,
was quoted in the The Northern
Star as saying, "It seems like a
different place from when I went
here. It seems like a big-time college football feeling. I'd do anything to play here again."
Unfortunately for the Huskies,
"The Cowboy" has used up all of
his eligibility, but Northern's

Business:
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

formal entrees to their regular
menu over the weekend to attract
more parents and alumni
Paul Mejdrich, owner of EL
Kracker's and Stu's, decided for the
first time to host a parking lot party
for parade-goers at 9 am. Saturday
outside the restaurant and bar.
"Every year I come into the
parking lot before the parade and
everybody's parked there for it and
I've lost my parking lot," Mejdrich
said. "So I thought this year it
woold be a great idea to be outside
during the parade and catch people
walking by and during the parade."
He also said Stu's accounts for
about two-thirds of his business on
Homecoming weekend.
"It's typically more a drinking
weekend than a food weekend for
us,'' Mejdrich said. ''We usually
have to bump up our stock of alcohol about an extra third."
EL. Kracker's will not reduce
their menu choices again, as they

head coach Joe Novak shares the
same feelings as Johnson.
"No question it has a different
feel than when I first got here (in
1996)," Novak said. "My first
couple of years we used to draw
maybe a 1,000 fans, now we have
crowds of 28,000 and have sold
out three games."
This week's MAC showdown
against Bowling Green will be
televised on ESPN2 and Chris
Fowler, Kirk Herbstreet and Lee
Corso will broadcast their
"College Gameday" show live
from Ohio.
"It's really neat to have them
at the game," Novak said. "It's
great for our conference, but
we're going to Bowling Green to
play football."
While the media has gotten
caught up in NIU's success,
Novak is quick to point out that if
it wasn't for the foundation former players like Chris Finlen,
Thomas Hammock and Tim

Vincent set, the 2003 Huskies
would not be possible.
"No question we're in the position we are now because of our
former players," Novak said.
"Guys I inherited helped set the
foundation for Northern football.
I told all of our former athletes
that if we go to a bowl game, I
want all of them back on the
sidelines with us."
Lets hope that bowl game
comes this year, and if the
Huskies are deserving it should
be one of the BCS bowls regardless of their strength of schedule.
I'm not a supporter of a playoff
system, like what Eastern football fans are familiar with, but
the BCS needs to recognize the
accomplishments of mid-major
schools.
It would be a shame if this
Cinderella can't go to the ball ..er
bowl..because of a flaw in the
system and not because of their
play on the field.

did on Parent's Weekend ''We only
do that for parent's weekend and
graduation." Mejdrich said.
Bars and liquor stores around
Charleston are also gearing up for
Homecoming celebrations. Many
plan to open Saturday morning to
catch parade-goers.
Ike's, one of the oldest bars in
Charleston, plans to open at 8 a.m.
Saturday. ''We're going to be busy
until we close that night, too," said
Brian Zimmerman, a senior business education major who manages
the bar.
He also said Ike's orders about
double their normal amount of alcohol for the weekend
Alumni also account for a large
part of the bars business during
homecoming.
"Because this place has been
here so long, a lot of alumni know
us and have memories of this place
when they went to Eastern,''
Zimmerman said.
Brian Mikels, manager of
Gateway Liquors, said kegs are in

high demand for the weekend.
"Our keg orders are doubled, if
not tripled, this week," said Mikels.
He also said their staff will be dou-

bled on Homecoming.
A senior business education
major, Mikels, said he isn't worried
aboot dealing with the throngs of
people over the upcoming weekend.
"All of our customers are in a
really
good
mood
for
Homecoming."
Like many students, Mikels said
he plans to attend the various oncampus activities Saturday, so COI>ing with long lines at restaurants
and stores isn't a concern.
''I'll probably go to the parade
and I'm definitely going tailgating
and to the football game," he said.
Mikels also said police will likely
patrol
aggressively
during
·
Homecoming.
"Given -what happened at last
years parade, I hope police aren't
too harsh to students over the
weekend."

School of Business Recipients of the
2003 Burnham & Nancy Neal
Philanthropy Awards
Outstanding Philanthropists
Dr. and Mrs. Jim and June Giffin
Outstanding Foundation
Charles and Mariann Younger Foundation
Outstanding Corporation
Caterpillar, Inc.
Outstanding Philanthropic Organization
Beta Gamma Sigma

Distinguished Alumni ;\wards
Joe Dively
State Senator Dale Righter
Stephen Gosselin

School of Business appreciates your
service and generosity to Eastern
and the Community

Lost
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

"(Williams) was, rightly so,
quite upset," Hencken said.
"Some of the African American
students on campus thought 'this
just isn't right, we've been cheated'."
Later that evening, several hundred black students protested the
alleged discrimination by assembling on the Lantz Gymnasium
floor, where the Homecoming pep
rally was to be held.
"That must've been, quite honestly the entire African American
population of the University at
that time," Hencken said.
Then Director of Student
Activities and Organizations gave
the order to end the rally midway
through the event for "fear of possible injury to students," although
no violence of any form broke out
during the demonstration.
Don Vogel, Student Body
President at the time, announced
the cancellation to the crowd,
"This is the hardest thing I've
ever had to do ... but we're calling
off the pep rally."
Hencken said then-President
Gilbert Fite had to do something
to quell the erupting campus.
"(Fite) made a Solomon-like
decision and basically scµd, 'There
will be no Homecoming Queen
this year'," Hencken said.
Fite, who now . resides in
Arkansas, recalled that he was in
Carbondale when the incident
occurred and returned that
Thursday.

"It was one of those probl
that there wasn't any good ans
for,'' Fite said. "That solu
seemed the best at the time."
When Fite was told Henc
called his decision "Solo
like,'' Fite said his deci ·
resolved some of the issues out
"pure luck."
"It isn't the big problems
bother university preside
Fite said. "It's the little ones
that.
"Those were good years,"
said. "But some of those c ·
made it a little more unple
the time."
Hencken described the state
the campus and the count:I1 ·
1973.
"You have to understand w
universities and what the coun
was like around that time,"
said. "There was an awful lot
protests centering around the
in Vietnam. People were p
upset, and I think people tended
be a little more vocal.
"In the history of the Uni
States and in the history
Eastern there's certain parts t
people aren't proud of.
"Thirty years later I look
and I say that this young wo
really was the first Afri
American Homecoming Qu
that Eastern had," Hencken
Activities Editor Dan Valenziano
be reached at cudwv@elu.edu.

Queen:
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

campaigning and the interview that
worked for me."
Ms. Jones died Oct. 11 from a
severe infection. She was the direc.tor of the Minority Affairs Office.
Ceci Brinker, director of the
Student Life Office, said she was

happy to see the campus
behind Edwards.
"This shows the mind set of
dents," she said. "If they are
mitted to doing something, they
have an impact on this campus.
"It is a significant honor."
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OVC FOOTBALL

Here's a sto about
a man name Brady
By Matthew Stevens

Brady Wahlberg's career statistics

ASSOCIATE SPOR TS EDITOR
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mitic:KnOre quarterback Brady Wahlberg has all'9ady broken a pair of

records this season and wtn lead his 2-6 Skyhawks into o Brien
to face the Panthers Saturday afternoon.

Tennessee-Martin isn't necessarily an offensive
powerhouse in the Ohio Valley Conference, but the
Skyhawks believe they have the gutsiest quarterback
in the league.
"I think a lot'Of this young man because he's meant
a lot to this football team this season," TennesseeMartin head coach Matt Griffin said.
Sophomore signal caller Brady Wahlberg has averaged 231 yards passing in the Skyhawks new wide
open offensive scheme. In a 34-24 loss at Jacksonville
State, Walhberg set a pair of school records. He completed a school-record 44 passes and attempted a
school-record 65. The Panama City, FJa, native threw
for 369 yards, which was the most for a Skyhawk quarterback in a game since John Repella threw for 346 in
1998 against Middle Tennessee State.
"He's just a really bright guy who pulls a 4.0 G.P.A.
who makes great decisions,'' Griffin said. "His teammates have respect for that type of player."
Wahlberg has thrown the ball 100 times in the last
two games. For the past three weeks, he is 91 of 134
for 650 yards with five touchdowns but also five interceptions. He has also run for 206 yards in that span
and finds himself second on the Skyhawks in rushing.
"Last year when I wasn't here they ran a three-back
option kind of three-yards and a cloud of dust stuff,''
Griffin said. "But now we run a pro style offense that's
allows us to be a lot more open."
In the season opener, Wahlberg received a small
fracture to his right elbow but continued to stay in the
game throwing six more passes to seal the victory.
"Brady's injury was a freakish type deal as he fell
on his elbow," Griffin said. "He came over to the sidelines and I knew something was wrong but he wasn't
about to tell me that he had no feeling in his right hand
because he didn't want to come out."
In one of the most exciting come-from-behind victories fu lITM history,Wahlberg, playing in his first
game since suffering an injury in the season opener,
led his team back from a 23-7 deficit to Tennessee
Statt! with just 11 minutes remaining to give the

2002

ao

144

1145

4

2003

114

162

926

6

2071

10

TOTAL 194

Skyhawks their first OVC win in nearly seven years.
It's victories like these that have Griffin believing
he has a player with the potential to be compared to
2003 Walter Payton Award winner and arguably one of
the best offensive players in the OVC Tuny Romo.
"I think Eastern had a player in Tuny Romo that
made great decision and had incredible talent,"
Griffin said. "I don't think Brady is at that level of
Tuny Romo yet, but he's certainly making a name for
himself in this conference."
Wahlberg was 22-for-35 for 188 yards and a touchdown, he ran for 100 yards and a score as well in the
upset win. Wahlberg capped the comeback by scampering 21 yards for the winning touchdown in overtime.
After that performance, Wahlberg was named OVC
player of the week and received several national
recognitions.
These awards seem even more impressive for a
quarterback that was forced to fight for the starting
quarterback position before the season started.
"Brady knows every recruit that comes to Martin
wants to take his job and play more,'' Griffin said. "But
Brady will be the first guy to tell you that his teammates are why he's having success."
Griffin mentioned Wahlberg as a player that he
feels confident in selling his football program to
recruits, alumni ~d the town of Martin.
"At Martin, we've developed a policy to recruit
character first and Brady exemplifies that perception
in the best way,'' Griffin said. "Without a doubt, he's
just a neat kid and a reason there's been more excitement around the program."
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Cinderella
should get to

dance in '03

There is a popular tee-shirt
sold on the campus of
Northern Illinois University
that lists the scores of the
Huskies three victories against
Bowl Championship Series
(BCS) schools and next to the
those winning totals each of
the conferences (Atlantic
Coast, Southeastern and Big
12) logo's are crossed out with
a big red "X." At the bottom of
shirt, the phrase "Talking
smack in the MAC-Huskies
climbing the polls" is plastered
in big letters.
The MAC or Mid-American
Conference is the conference
to which NIU belongs and after
the BCS standings were
released Monday, the Huskies
are in fact "climbing the polls."
The BCS is a computer system that factors in wins and
losses, other poll rankings,
strength of schedule and quality wins to determine who
should play in the four BCS
bowls, including the Nokia
Sugar Bowl which will match
the two top teams for the
national championship
Confused yet?
It's okay if you are dumbfounded, but just keep this in
mind, NIU is ranked 10th in
the BCS, ahead of such perennial powers as Nebraska,
Michigan State and Louisiana·
State. The Huskies are undefeated at 7-0 and have beaten
Maryland and Iowa State in
DeKalb and AlB.bama in
Tuscaloosa. Yet, even if
Northern wins out they have
no realistic charice to go to _
New Orleans for a chance to
win the Sears National
Championship trophy.
This travesty is all because
the Huskies strength of schedule. Although Northern defeated two ranked teams in
Maryland and Alabama in a
span of three weeks, the
Huskies also faced Division IAA Tunnessee-Tuch and MAC
bottom feeders Ohio and
Central Michigan.
According to the first BCS
standings, there are only 17
schools in the 117-team NCAA
with easier schedules than
NIU. Unless all of the top
teams lose twice and NIU goes
undefeated in the regular season, Northern wont be playing
a football game past the Dec.
26, Motor City Bowl held in
Detroit of all places. Doesn't
seem like a great reward for
an undefeated team having to
spend the holidays in ''the
crime capital of America"
while teams farther down in
the polls and with more losses
will be headed to Hawaii,
F1orida and El Paso, Tuxas.
While NIU may get the shaft
come post-season time, one
certainty is that Northern is
finally starting to get the
respect they deserve by the
media.
It started out with Fox
Sports Net showing their sea. son opening game against
Maryland live. After NIU's 2013 overtime win, the thriller
was the top story on ESPNs
"SportsCenter."
Next came the front page
articles in the Chicago Tribune,
Chicago Sun-Times and Daily
Southtown.
SEE GILBERT •
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TESTING

Eastern say~ no ·to drugs
+Athletic Department
hopeful to begin new tes,t
policy in Spring 2004
By Aaron Seidlitz
STAFF WRITER

Eastern has begun devising a
new drag testing policy in order
to catch up to other universities
who have more complete policies.
The change in drug testing
will affect who will be tested and
how often it will occur.
Currently, the NCAA mandates
Eastern only test random members of the football and track
teams.
The school has begun to plan
for the overhaul of the drug testing system, so the new program
can be implemented by the
spring semester in 2004.
Overall, the system currently
is considered outdated because
it does not include all the new
drugs that should be included in
the testing. This is because new
forms of steroids and other supplements are constantly being
formed, thus some schools cannot test for these drugs until

they
have
officially
been discovered.
"We have
started implementing the
new
policy
because currently we are
a little bit Rich McDuffie
behind some
other schools," Eastern director
of athletics Rich McDuffie said.
"We were not mandated to do it,
but to do so would eliminate any
surprise that we can encounter if
we don't."
Eastern also doesn't test as
regularly as most schools and
does not test all of the athletes in
every sport.
In fact, most of the athletes at ·
Eastern are not tested until they
play in conference or national
championships, when the athletes are tested by the NCAA.
However, attention is being
given to the issue because the
system currently used is inefficient since players who play any
other sport besides football and
track understand they won't be
tested too often.

But most coaches talk to their
players about the· issue and
believe that their players do not
break the rules.
"Overall, I have always had
confidence in my players," softball head coach Lloydene Searle
said. "They know they are tested
at championships, so we pay
attention to the issue anyway. "
But while coaches may trust
their own players to regulate
what they do, the new testing
program would be an added
level of security for those players.
"It is hoped that the program
will be a deterrent to any kind of
drug use by our athletes,"
McDuffie said.
Players in every sport will be
tested on a regular basis if the
new policy is used, and that will
have more of an affect on how
they deal with the issue.
"For each individual's sake I
like the idea of the new policy,"
Searle said. "I like it because it ·
is designed to keep our players
safe."
The personnel who execute
the testing will not have ties to
Eastern. Besides being paid by
the university, the group that

..

will be doing the testing w·
an independent group of peo
This is designed to keep
people involved with the te
separate from those who run
letics.
"The process will be put in
hands of an independent or
zation," certified athletic tr ·
Mark Bonnstetter said.
will tii.ke it out of the han
the athletic department."
While the independent or
zation will be an unknown
of people, confidence will sf
held in the group from coa
at Eastern.
"Other schools have
througp this successfully
think we will too," Seaile
"So if we do have an indepen
group doing the tests, as lon
they have credibility they sh
do a fine job."
The new testing policy will
refined· over the next y
before it is officially sta
Until then, Eastern will cont'
with the policy they share
the NCAA.
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Freshman Madina Mambetova practices Sept. 3 with coach Brian Holzgrafe at Darling C

M EN'S

AND

WOMEN'S

TENNIS

Panthers prepare for power team
+Ea.stern to face five Big Ten
teams in the Panthers toughest
taurnament of the Fall sea.son
By Andrew Saiwark
STAFF WRITER

Going into the Omni tournament, Eastern
tennis head coach Brian Holzgrafe has liked
what he has seen from both his men's and
women's teams as the Fall season comes to a
close. The tournament will be held in East
Lansing, Mich., from Oct. 23-28 and will feature most schools from the Midwest.
Playing in the tournament will be Big 10
conference powers . Illinois, Wisconsin,
Indiana, Michigan and Michigan State.
Holzgrafe comvares playing these top

teams as a David vs. Goliath matchup.
"Regardless of who we play, we'll come out
to compete," Holzgrafe said.
About ·50 percent of both the men's and
women's team at Eastern are underclassmen.
As the season has continued to progress,
Holzgrafe still sees potential and has high
expectations for all of his players. ·
"They have a lot of potential to be good, but
there is a lot of hard work to be done,"
Holzgrafe said.
Holzgrafe had only good things to say about
his senior leaders on both sides.
"You are simply the best and you could not
ask for more from them," Holzgrafe said.
He hopes to see his younger players follow
the same tradition and meet the same expectatioos.
Both teams are coming off recent success at

Western Illinois Uitjversity. The men's t
completed a 6-0 singles sweep, on their way
their third straight Mayor's Cup. The t
was led by seniors C.J. Weber and Bran
Blankenbaker. On the other.side, the worn
team also won its third Mayor Cup in a
with senior Becky Brunner leading the w
The Panthers are looking for big perfi
ances from Weber and Brunner. Both
performed well in tournaments. Holz
said Weber will be able to compete with
of the top players from the partici
teams.
. .
From a team standpoint, Holzgrafe
that the Panthers remain focused and
all they have throughout their matches.
"In Pressure sin1ations,
people
ceed in. those sitliations and some do
Holzgrafe said.
1

some

